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An initial 1993 policy of San 
Francisco’s Laguna Honda Hospital 
(LHH) has surfaced, titled “patient gift 
fund.” 
 
The day after KGO TV (ABC, Channel 7)" broadcast its “I-Team” investigation on May 20 about the diversion 
of funds intended to benefit patients that were spent on staff instead, doctors Derek Kerr and Maria Rivero 
submitted a public records “Sunshine” request to obtain five successive versions of LHH’s policy #45-01 that 
governs use of charitable contributions intended to benefit patients. 
 
On June 3, the Department of Public Health’s public information officer, Eileen Shields, provided Kerr and 
Rivero with two versions of the policy — revisions made in November 1998 and December 2004.  Shields 
indicated there was no version of the policy dated in April 2002, the May 2000 version was simply reviewed 
without revisions, and that the original policy adopted on September 1, 1993 was “not retained” because the 
record was past the retention period (see slide show, in Part 2). 
 
Reasonable people wonder whether the 1993 original policy was “not retained” because the title of the initial 
policy — “Patient Gift Fund” — clearly conveyed the fund was to be used only for patient benefit. 
 
The doctors found a copy of the original 1993 “Patient’s Gift Fund Policy” in their records, and are submitting 
it as an addendum to materials previously submitted to San Francisco’s civil grand jury. 
 
In December 1998, the title of the policy was changed to “Laguna Honda Hospital Gift Fund,” perhaps in a 
politically-correct language change since LHH’s acute patients are referred to as “patients,” but long-term care 
patients are called “residents” in deference to LHH being their home. 
 
There were few other changes in the 1998 revision beyond the title of the policy, and the 1998 version retained 
all of the oversight controls, including having a patient representative on the Gift Fund Management 
Committee, which had existed when the policy was first adopted in September 1993. 
 
Despite the change of the policy’s title, LHH’s staff always referred to it as the “patient gift fund,” knowing that 
patients were who the fund was created to benefit. 
 
The 1998 revision did add a list of seven sub-accounts within the gift fund, all of them “restricted use” accounts 
for patient benefit. 
 
(Continued in Part 2 …) 
 
As previously reported, the  December 2004 changes introduced a few weeks after John Kanaley started as 
LHH’s executive administrator, removed the patient representative from the Gift Fund Management Committee 
and removed quarterly reports to the Health Commission, both specified in the original 1993 version.   
 
The 2004 revision to LHH’s patient gift fund policy also retained the list of seven sub-accounts within the gift 
fund that had been added in the 1998 first revision to policy #45-01. 
 



Most hospitals normally retain the original version of each policy when they revise policy and procedure 
manuals. 
 
Why on earth would LHH “not retain” the original version of an ongoing policy? 
 
Policy and procedure manuals are typically the first thing surveyors, and licensing and certification agencies, 
request during inspections, since they are required by law.  Policy manuals are also required by accrediting 
agencies such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (a.k.a., JCAHO), and the 
Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (a.k.a., CARF), the latter accreditation which LHH 
hopes to eventually earn. 
 
Policy manuals are developed to ensure compliance with relevant rules and regulations.  Good policies and 
procedures change slowly and infrequently, if at all, unless necessitated by evolving technology, medical 
practices, or standards in patient care. 
 
Licensing and accreditation issues aside, managers need published policies for making decisions in areas prone 
to risk, such as fiduciary oversight of funds intended for patients. 
 
But accounting practices and oversight of charitable contributions raised to benefit patients seldom need to 
change, since accounting standards rarely evolve. 
 
This begs the question:  Why was LHH’s patient gift fund policy revised significantly at least three times — in 
November 1998, December 2004, and April 2010 — so that it now bears little resemblance to the policy first 
adopted in 1993, and is now titled “Gift Fund Management”? 

 
Feedback: monette-shaw@westsideobserver.com.  

 

Public Records Tutorial: 
 
San Franciscans can acquire public records simply by contacting city department public information officers 
and identifying records being sought.   
 
All you need to do is cite the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance, which covers both open public meetings and 
access to local government public records.  
 
Details regarding filing records requests are located on the Sunshine Ordinance Task Force web site. 

 



Figure 1:  Original Patient Gift Fund Policy #45-01 adopted on September 1, 1993 



Figure 2:  Response to Public records Request, June 3, 2010 

Note:  Yellow highlighting in red-dashed image is Ms. Shield’s response. 



Figure 3:  Patient Gift Fund Mission Statement for Major Bequests, dated May 14, 2004 

 
 
 


